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Abstract - In recent years, Blockchain technology has been highlyvalued and disruptive. Several research has presented a mergebetween blockchain and current application i.e. medical, supplychain, and e-commerce. Although Blockchain architecture does nothave a standard yet, IBM, MS, AWS offer BaaS (Blockchain as aService). In addition to the current public chains i.e. Ethereum,NEO, and Cardeno. There are some differences between severalpublic ledgers in terms of development and architecture. This paperintroduces the main factors that affect integration of ArtificialIntelligence with Blockchain. As well as, how it could be integratedfor forecasting and automating; building self-regulated chain.
Index Terms—Blockchain, Smart contracts, Artificial intelligence,
Distributed autonomous organization.
I. INTRODUCTION
Blockchain is the first truly stable decentralized globalsystem. Bitcoin [1] is similar to other cryptocurrency in itsconcept, yet it is the most known and used case. The main aim ofBitcoin is to simplify the exchange of assets and services byoffering a commonly trusted accepted good. Since it removes anyintermediary approving authority (e.g. Visa or Mastercard) andoffers trust between parities. The Blockchain transactions are notlimited to that application. Thanks to smart contracts, they canrepresent digital assets between multiple parties. A smart contractis a software component encompass business logics andtransactions that run on a Blockchain. Blockchain combined withsmart contracts establish a new generation of decentralizedsystem, and transactional applications based on trust betweenparities. Moreover, the accountability and transparency at theiressence, streamlines the business processes and the handling legalconstraints
With the rise of developing Ethereum smart contracts, aBlockchain became a decentralized general-purpose computer.Since it provides an open, decentralized, and fault-toleranttransaction technique. As a result, it attracted the attention ofmany financial corporations and public sectors. Which in turnsparked hundreds of chains regarding digital assets, medical field,Internet of Things (IoT), smart cities, supply chain, reputationsystems and security services, money transferee and onlinepayment [2-4].
Currently, several platforms offer the support of smart contracts.There are definitely some differences in architecture, consensus,
programming language support, and privacy. But each one ofthem has its own supporting community and decentralized apps(DAPPS).
The main concept circulating around all of them refers toBlockchain as a database that stores all transactions grouped inblocks. In most cases, if a new transaction is created, thesender broadcasts it in the peer-to-peer (P2P) network to all theother nodes in the network. The transaction would then showas pending. As the nodes receive the transaction, they validateit and keep it in their transactional pools based on theconsensus algorithm in the network. The Proof of Workprotocol (PoW) is used in Bitcoin, Ethereum, and other chains.The state of the art behind PoW is to validate transactions inmeans of running predefined checks about the structure, andthe actions in the single transaction. Miners (validation nodes)create a new block and include all, or some of the availabletransactions from their transactions pool. Then, the block ismined.
Even though the Blockchain technology has a great potentialfor the construction of future Internet systems, it is facingnumerous technical challenges i.e. scalability, development,latency, and transactions per second. This paper introduces areview for smart contracts platforms and how AI could beintegrated with smart contracts for rapid development. AsArtificial Intelligence continues to make an extreme interactionwith almost every faction of the society. Definitely,forecasting, optimization, and automating are the main AIcontribution in several domains [5]. Which in turn reflects toself-learning smart contracts from the previous experiencerelated to the chain. This paper is organized as follows: SectionII provides a literature review of other smart contractsplatforms. Section III compares differences betweenBlockchain features. Section IV includes AI factors in theBlockchain architecture. Integrating AI with smart contractsare presented and discussed in Section V. Finally, Section VIconcludes the paper.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Several platforms offer the support of smart contracts. Smartcontracts are one of the most important aspects of Blockchaintechnologies, as well as the reason why Blockchains can becalled a disruptive technology. It refers to the logic of the chain,and the increase in efficiency of our social structure over the
time. Ethereum [6] is a first Blockchain-based ecosystem thatprovides a compatible environment to run smart contracts. It is amain standard in the world of smart contracts and has the majorsupport community among other platforms. As a result, one ofthe Ethereum features is the Truffle development framework. It isa popular development framework for Ethereum that supportsbuilt-in smart contract compilation, linking, deployment, and unittesting.
NEO [7], also known as Chinese Ethereum, has some advantagesover Ethereum since it is more scalable. It can process multipletransactions promptly, significantly minimizing wait times for itsusers. Another main advantage being, Ethereum is more boundedthan NEO. Unlike the Solidity language in Ethereum, NEO smartcontract can be coded directly by using most of high-levelprogramming language. Besides, NEO developers’ communityprovide plug-ins for these languages, which are used to compilehigh-level languages into instruction sets supported by NEOvirtual machines. For now, the NEO community is growing. Butit is still distant from Ethereum community, and its supportingframeworks due to its short age when comparing to Ethereum.
On the other side, LISK [8] avoids the standard barriers of entryin Blockchain technology. It is end-to-end Blockchain JavaScriptproject. LISK is based on the sidechain concepts [9]. Developersneed to focus on developing D-Apps. Then, link D-Apps withmain LISK ledgers. The main philosophy in LISK is to allow thedevelopers to focus on the development with a commonlanguage, and leave the rest to the LISK chain. Through thismethod, developers can make use of Blockchain features withoutthe headache of node infrastructure and configuration. Thisapproach begins to spark and manipulate the Blockchainarchitecture in several projects. In doing so it decreases theadministration headache for developers. Meanwhile in Cardeno[10], they are focused on building a group of design patterns, andengineering best practices. It builds a control layer to govern theusage of Smart contracts. The main aim of the layer is torecognize identity, and maintains a degree of separation from thecurrency it supports. Furthermore, in adding sidechains, Cardenoseeks for communication between several Blockchain andSidechains. It is very simple for an ecosystem of Bitcoin to flowinto Ethereum without needing to go through centralizedexchanges.
At last, there is a Hyperledger project by Linux Foundation [11].There are several projects introduced by Hyperledgercommunity. Fabric is a permissioned Blockchain architecturetaking the leading in Blockchain application. One of thedifferences in the structure between permissioned Blockchainand permissionless Blockchain is mining. In a permissionedBlockchain, nodes do the mining process. And in certainapplications, the mining process may actually be delegated toauthorized network members. The same concept would beapplied to Verification of transactions and blocks.
III. AI FACTORS IN BLOCKCHAINARCHITECTURE
After reviewing several Blockchain architectures, it is importantto understand why Blockchain architecture is significant. Inaddition, the main feature we are targeting from Blockchain maycause some latency, and scalability issues. Simply, Blockchaintechnology facilitates peer-to-peer transactions without anyintermediary. One can consider Blockchain as simply a databasethat is public, distributed, is infinitely updated, and is secured bythe cryptography. If the business requires these features; then aquestion can be raised. If listed participants are limited, shouldone build a public Blockchain or private Blockchain to serve tospecific use-cases? This leads to huge concerns for selecting thebest architecture that corresponds these use-cases.
Therefore, the major question is whether or not we’d need allBitcoin Blockchain features, or could a distributed ledger bedesigned differently to fit an individual use case. In particular,confidentiality concerns are imposing the emergence ofalternative Blockchain architectures referred to as ‘privateBlockchain’. Some distributed ledgers architecture sacrifices, insome decentralization to address some Blockchain shortageissues. For example, attaching Sidechains to Blockchain mayhandle some scalability issues. As a Blockchain architect, one canbuild Blockchains that require permission in order to read theinformation within the Blockchain. Thus, Limiting the networkusers who can transact on the Blockchain. And those who havethe access to validate the data or read the data on chain or not.For an empowered smart contract with AI, several factors shouldbe considered:
1- Mining.
Smart contracts are the mastermind of the chain. It gets executedby sending transactions between different parities. Thistransaction may include metadata to be used by the smartcontract. In order to execute code in an Ethereum smart contract,each transaction requires a specific amount of gas. Which refersto the transaction cost. It is sent alongside the transaction alongwith the price in ether for each unit of gas. Gas is important forseveral security reasons. It prevents denial of service attacks(DoS), which may occur from the untrusted resources forexecuting purposeless contracts to make the networkunresponsive. Besides, preventing infinite loops or the haltingproblem.
While in permissioned Blockchain, this may or may not involve'proof of work' from the nodes. There are some politics aroundthis, as there are those who consider private Blockchains that donot apply any of (PoW) (that is, Blockchains with no mining) tonot be Blockchains at all, but simply shared ledgers.
2- Data on the Chain.
It is well known in public chain that each piece of informationthat one stores is duplicated into hundreds or more nodes (i.e.more than 100,000 in case of Bitcoin). Blockchain are not a good
solution for storing data for substantial sizes, and medical healthrecords as an example. But still, Blockchain is able ensure thetransparency of transactions. One of the workarounds is toencrypt the data before adding it to the chain. Then, decrypt it inthe application layer when the user needs to read it. For hugedata, it is commonly stored in off-chain storage (i.e. IPFS, AWS)or by adding a fingerprint instead of the medical record. It thenadds a hash address for data location.By using this method, the more network users that take part inverification with respect to the current consensus algorithm, themore secured and decentralized the chain becomes!
On the other hand, the permissioned chain acts as traditionaldatabase, with some features of the Blockchain. Such as,permissions, multiple input validation, multiple copies, append-only writes and data transparency. The architect defines who hasthe capability to read and modify the data. For the health records,only few parities have an access to read the data based on rulesand policies. That is why a Permissioned (Private) Ethereum orStellar implementations would be a good option to manipulatethe data. These kinds of Blockchain are similar to the publicchain, but instead acts as a permissioned chain.
3- Network Actors.
The terms public, permissioned, and private refer to the networkuser. In other words, the person who would be able to operate anode, access to the data and validate the transaction. PublicBlockchain refers to decentralized system, where anyone can bea network user. In some cases, there is a little restriction for lowresourced users. On the other hand, private Blockchains areoperated by known entities such as employees in a company.They have the value of immutability and efficiency over aliasand transparency. Mainly laying in the area of a specificindustry. In supply chain, the Blockchain enables goods to betracked from raw material to completed form during the supplychain cycle.
4- Blockchain Integrity
Current chain has some integration with several concepts (i.e.Sharding, state channel, Master node architecture, etc.). Shardingis a common term in the database. It is a type of databasepartitioning to divide large database into smaller and faster partsknown as data shards. While the target of using State Channels ishelpful in retaining privacy, as it allows the recording andexecution of transaction between two parties on an off-chainplatform, the reference for such transactions is saved in relevantBlockchain system after their successful completion. However,such transactions are useful through State Channels only forsmaller payments involving frequent sending, and receipt ofpayments between two parties. The system does not support incase large amount transactions are involved.
IV. INTEGRATING SMART CONTRACTS WITHAI
The aim of smart contracts is the automation of business byreducing the usage of paperwork and by eliminatingintermediaries (e.g., lawyers). Thus, decreasing costs. Wills andall sorts of Legal documents can be processed using smartcontracts such as NEO or straits. AI can be integrated with smartcontracts through rules and policies assigned to the chain.Leading to the integration of Self-learning artificial intelligenceand smart contracts. Assuring that they are legally binding, andallowing their adaption in case of environmental changes.
The deep understanding of rules and policies in the chain, andthe analysis of where AI should come in enables the creation andexecution of such complex smart contracts. Therefore, makingthem more effective and learnable. The more data AI has, thebetter it can predict outcomes. For example, in contractnegotiation in supply chain, AI could act as a recommendationsystem. It can analyze archived contracts to view how partiesnegotiated in the past. The AI recommendation engine wouldthen be able to suggest the types of language and clauses that aremost likely to secure agreement between different parities in thechain. Afterwards, AI can analyze past contracts to identifyfactors that are not previously considered, and incorporate theminto future contracts. This section explains how AI could beintegrated with smart contracts in terms of (Network users, dataon the chain, and mining).
1- Smart contracts cost.
It is well known that AI perquisites computation resources. InEthereum, deploying a contract has a minimum fee of 32000 gas,and 200 gas per byte of the source code. In addition to callingand storing data cost. The fee is 20k gas to store a 256-bit word.A kilobyte is thus 640k gas. The basic idea behind storing data isgas prices based on Oracle's and miners. It will go upexponentially as ETH appreciates. But when it comes to AI oneshould consider storing and manipulating a lot of data. However,this may be very costly. In comparison with storing data off-chain, cost could be estimated by the following equation:
Gas Used * Gas Price * USD/ETH
For example, 32000 Gas with average gas price (8 Gwei) cost$0.18074. This number seems very small, but in repeating thesesmart contracts in every transaction would be costive.
2- Rules and policies.
It is important to elaborate the rules that would be appliedthrough AI in the chain. In some cases, it acts as arecommendation engine (i.e. a recommendation for tracing itemsin supply chain). While in other cases, it acts as comprehensivedata analytic for all transactions in the chain. Both of thesescenarios have a different approach. a) Real timeRecommendation engine
To have a recommendation engine, a historical data is analyzed.Rules and policies are defined based on the data to matchbusiness logic. Working on off-chain data and caching the
previous experience of smart contracts in an off-chain storage,assists in training a model with several scenarios in real time.Training a model to be able to act as a recommendation engine inreal time. This approach allows developers to only need use ofread data from smart contracts with no cost in most publicBlockchain. Accordingly, linking these API (ApplicationProgram Interface) with data stored off-chain. Finally, writingsmart contracts consuming these API in real time.
Some of public Blockchain offers supporting side-chainstransactions, Sharding assists in executing small transactions inshorter time.
b) Analytic Dashboard
According to the network users, all data stored in the Blockchainare analytics based on a set of rules and policies, in supply chainuse-case. The manager needs to inspect all production lines,point of sales, and workers’ activity. Besides, defining a set ofvariables to automate several tasks. These variables aretranslated into predefined rules, which in turn are reflected intosmart contracts to automate planning as shown in figure 1.The state of the art behind smart contracts is setting conditions.
Smart contract implies that event A is deemed incomplete untilevent B has taken place. To make smart contracts smarter, onecan follow several approaches. Firstly, defining several rules tomeet several application scenarios. These rules may not be activein the beginning with working on the chain, but it will work intime. To make rules smarter, one makes use of the importantfactors on the chain and sets rules based on the data. In suchcases, when increasing the number of network users in the chainEvent C will take place. When there are huge numbers of users,more transactions are related to Event C than D. A specificaction would occur (i.e. new smart contracts would define toresolve a shortage in the network or add a new feature in thelogic of the chain). Lastly, from the experience of the chain, newrules could be defined. This could be acting as analyzing thenetwork participants’ behavior towards transactions, defining anew set of rules based on these behaviors to achieve a specifictarget.
The last approach commonly known as DAO (decentralizedautonomous organization) refers to an organization that exists asautonomous code on the Blockchain with no physical presenceor employing people. The code is embedded into a smart contractthat is executed once its conditions are fulfilled. Most of theseconditions attempt to exclude the reliance of the transaction
participants from any kind of centralized system or the humanfactor influence. Yet, it guarantees the automation, transparency,and safety of the entire process.
When coding DAO, it is a fully autonomous system. Hence, thelimitation of functionality of smart contracts decides the degreeof automation. In such case, creating new digital assets, andadding more smart contracts to handle specific complain in thenetwork based on participants’ transactions; as shown in figure2. Many transactions are automated on the chain through smartcontracts. In such a case, one needs to define new digital assetsthat depend on previous transactions. Defining a set of rules toedit shortage in a previous smart contract (i.e. updating theversion of smart contracts). For example, due to new policies,event C will replace event B if event A took place.
Figure 2. Show a smart city transaction in a public chain.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Artificial intelligence and Blockchain are disruptive technologies.Blockchain is conquering several fields as a new decentralizedsystem offering some features (i.e. encryption, trust, and datatransparency). On the other side, AI became a crucial tech playerin most of technologies. This paper introduces the main factorsthat impact the integration of AI with Blockchain. Until now,Blockchain does not have any standards; it is important to keepeye on the smart contracts cost, transactions fees, and storage onchain or off chain.
To obtain the best practices, storing data off chain would be abetter option for real time recommendation engine to preventlatency. Further, it would be more cost effective. On the otherside, smart contracts are mainly based on a set of conditions,defining rules and policies that meet these conditions. Morebusiness automation could lead to some automation. Whilelearning from experience transactions types is a necessity todefine new smart contracts with new business scenarios based onthe chain network.
Figure 1. Show the process of self-learning smart contracts.
c) Self-learned Smart Contracts
BusinessFactors Rules SmartContracts
In this work, fewer comparisons have been introduced betweenseveral Blockchain architectures and the outcome of these factorson the integration with AI. In future work, we will apply a usecase scenario and test the performance on several platforms(NEO, Ethereum, Straits). Comparison should include thelatency, ease of development, and any restriction in the network.
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